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This article deals with peculiarities of stock management analysis.

Optimization of stock level is one of the
main goals of assets management. Optimal stock
level means minimum total level of costs con
nected with stock and uninterrupted supply of
material assets for production needs. Analyti
cal grounds of optimal stock level are very im
portant as maintenance of optimal stock level
will allow minimizing costs; correlating costs
with profit if management tools making it pos
sible to exercise constant monitoring of opti
mal stock level will be introduced and working
out norms of stock level and providing system
of control with relevant information.
Methods of analytical provision of material
and production stock depends upon strategy
and manner of stock management at an enter
prise. As the research shows one of the main
goals of management is minimization of costs
connected with the processes of stock forma
tion and storage.
Specialists pay much attention to the prob
lem of analytical grounds of optimal stock level.
The main problem arising during the analysis is
the classic contradiction  the choice between
costs of storage of additional stock and costs
of more often production and purchase. Ground
less decrease of stock level can cause failures in
production and supply to the customer which in
its turn leads to losses connected with the loss
of market and penalties. So, on the one hand, the
stock should be small (finance of an enterprise
should not be “frozen”) and, on the other hand,
they should be high enough (they should not cause
failures in production and supply).
It is necessary to point out that defining
optimal level of stock is an important task as
stock plays an important role in the current as
sets of an enterprise. As a rule, optimization of
material and production stock means make work
ing capital available which is equivalent to re
ceiving additional profit.
There are a lot of analytical methods and
models allowing to define optimal stock level.

There are also simplified formulas of stock size
calculation. To our great regret now there is no
common method defining guidelines for setting
optimal stock size. Specificity of the enterprise
and its production as well as other factors influ
ence the choice of model and method. It’s diffi
cult to define a lot of costs connected with stock
level as they have probabilistic or indirect char
acter. That is why practical use of mathematical
methods of optimal planning is quite difficult.
The situation is worsened by the fact that stock
range can be rather wide. Completeness factor
can influence solving of the problem as some
times different stock needs the same limited re
source, for example, warehouse area. In connec
tion with this many optimization schemes can
only have allmethodological outline within which
it is possible to build concrete methods of stock
planning. That is why the development of meth
ods of optimal stock level analytical grounds which
will consider numerous aspects of business is
extremely important.
Introduction of progressive schemes and
concepts of stock management and the use of
these systems greatly changes the structure and
the size of an enterprise expenditures connect
ed with material supply and use.
World experience shows that a lot of lead
ing enterprises stepped to the “pull” concept
of interrelation of structural links of a company
in the chain “supplyproductionsales” which is
based on ideology “just in time”. The core of
this concept is that the block setting goals is
sales department. Finished products stock man
agement, production management, raw materi
als and materials stock management, prepara
tion of material securities are built in accor
dance with the sales programme in accordance
with the above mentioned it is suggested mak
ing analytical grounds like this: for finished prod
ucts stock; for raw materials and materials stock.
Analytical grounds of finished products op
timal stock should be made by way of contrast
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ing the group of costs directly dependant on the
level of stock to the group of costs inversely
dependant on the level of stock The first group
includes immobilization costs; costs connected
with stock storage; costs connected with stock
insurance; costs connected with natural loss of
stock. The second group includes costs connect
ed with the loss of customers; costs connected
with the loss of competitive advantage; costs
connected with the loss of production advantag
es. Let’s consider the method of calculation of
the second group. The costs connected with the
loss of customers are caused by impossibility to
complete the order in time because of the lack of
finished products. The losses of an enterprise
because of insufficient stock of finished prod
ucts must be defined by the formula:
УПП = (ОЦ  ПФС) . (1  СТП)
where УПП customer loss costs; ОЦ  Exfactory
price of production unit; ПФС  full factual
cost of production unit calculated in accor
dance with tax accounting rules corrected for
the value of constant and temporary differ
ences; СТП  profit tax rate.

To calculate the costs of the loss of cus
tomers it is necessary to have exact plan (data
of the same retrospective period) of finished
products shipment to the customer. The ana
lyzed period t consists of equal time parts n.
The number of these time parts is k.
t = n1 + n2 + … + nk.

It is necessary to calculate minimum stock
level for each t. At that strict consequence
should be observed. The calculation should be
started from the last time part nk.
The calculation of the minimum stock level
necessary for satisfying the needs of the cus
tomer during the period nk will be defined by
the formula:
ЗПmin nk = ОР nk  ПМ (if ОР nk > ПМ),
ЗПmin nk = 0 (если ОР nk < ПМ),
where ЗПmin (PS min) nk  minimum level of finished
product stock in the period nk, necessary for
satisfying the needs of the customer; ПМ(PC) 
production capacity of the enterprise during
the period n; ОР(SV) nk  finished product
sales (shipment) volume during the period nk.

Minimum stocklevel for other n of the time
period t will be defined by the formula:
ЗПmin nk  1 = ОР nk + ЗПmin nk  ПМ.
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With the help of such calculation it is pos
sible to define minimum finished product stock
level for each n, necessary for satisfying the
needs of the customer; to calculate the average
stock level during the period t, to define pro
duction programme of the finished product out
put and to define the interdependence of the
finished product stock level and costs (losses)
from the loss of customers.
The costs (losses) from the loss of compet
itive advantage are difficult to define as they
have probabilistic or indirect character. The anal
ysis of shortterm changes of competitive ad
vantage is imposed on market research special
ists. For analytical calculation of optimal stock
level such data can be accounted in costs (loss
es) of the enterprise from the loss of custom
ers. Another way is to create in the so called
risk periods (when there is market boom) fixed
reserves which can satisfy boom. Costs from
the loss of production advantages are essential
for enterprises engaged in production of differ
ent products with the use of the same techno
logical which bear losses when tooling (adjust
ing) this equipment from one kind of product to
another. These costs should be connected with
the production programme on the output of fin
ished product taking into consideration costs
(losses) from the loss of customer.
After getting the results of functional de
pendence for each type of costs it is necessary
to define the total functional interdependence
of such costs with finished product stock level
setting up minimum value of total costs and the
corresponding level of finished product.
On the base of the calculated optimal fin
ished product stock level and production pro
gramme it is necessary to define optimal raw
materials and materials stock level, correct fin
ished product sales programme and optimize fin
ished product production schedule. When cor
recting the programme you should follow the strat
egy providing the orders which are not complet
ed at the optimal level of finished product stock
are completed when there is no need in stock or
it is minimum. The economic contents of the
task of analytical calculation of optimal level of
raw materials, materials and resources is closely
connected with the contents of the task of ana
lytical calculation of optimal finished product stock
level. So when solving the task it is necessary
not only define optimal stock volume but also the
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volume of the order of resources and the terms
of its registration. One of the popular methods
of calculation is EOQ model (Economic Order
Quantity model). For this model you should use
renewed formulas: the formula of raw materials
storage costs; the formula of materials supply
costs; the formula of optimal delivery lot; the
formula of optimal materials stock.
The formula of raw materials storage costs:
Zхр.т. = РПП . t . (kимб . gимб + Сх.р.п. +
+ kстр . gстр + kубыль . gубыль) / 2,
where Zхр.т.  the sum of costs of the storage during
the analyzed period; РПП  lot during the analyzed
period; t  analyzed period; gубыль  cost of unit
of finished product stock for the calculation of
costs connected with the natural loss of raw
materials and materials; kубыль  coefficient of
natural loss; gстр  cost of unit of finished product
stock for insurance purposes; kстр  coefficient
of insurance; Сх.р.п.  variable costs of stock unit
storage; gимб  cost of raw materials stock storage
for the calculation of immobilization costs;
kимб  coefficient of immobilization.

The formula of materials delivery costs:
Zз.м. = (Zв.п. + Zк.р. + Zо.р. + Zо.з. + Zт.р.) +
+ РПП . (Сф.м.  Св.с.),
where Zз.м.  materials supply costs; Zв.п.  negotiations
costs; Zк.р.  business trips costs; Zо.р.  calculations
costs; Zо.з.  расходы по оформлению заявки;
Zт.р.  transportation costs (the delivery of
materials to the warehouse) (such costs change
not linearly but unevenly, so, they can be included
either in constant or variable part of materials
supply costs); РПП  volume of materials lot;
Сф.м.  factual cost of materials unit set by the
supplier; Св.с.  bonus given by the supplier (usually
the size of bonus changes dependant on the lot).

So, the optimal delivery lot and the volume
of raw materials and materials stock will be:
РППопт = (Zв.п. + Zк.р. + Zо.р. + Zо.з. + Zт.р.) /
/ (0,5 . t . (kимб . gимб + Сх.р.п. +
+ kстр . gстр + kубыль . gубыль) + Св.с.  Сф.м.),
РЗопт = (Zв.п. + Zк.р. + Zо.р. + Zо.з. + Zт.р.) /
/ (t . (kимб . gимб + Сх.р.п. +
.
+ kстр gстр + kубыль . gубыль) + 2 . (Св.с.  Сф.м.)),
where РППопт  optimal volume of raw materials and
materials delivery; РЗопт  optimal volume of
raw materials and materials stock.

It is also necessary to stress the fact that
that stock management of an enterprise should
not only calculate optimal stock level for loss
es minimization but also to take measures for
minimization of this optimal stock level. The
main methods for such decrease can be mea
sures aimed at speeding up shipment of fin
ished products and drawing up calculation doc
uments; improvement material and technical
supply in order to provide uninterrupted sup
ply of production with the necessary material
resources and decrease of the period when
the capital is “frozen” in stock; decrease of
production cycle due to production intensifi
cation (use of new technologies, automation
and mechanization of production processes,
fuller use of production capacities, human and
material resources, etc.).
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